HD Diamond Impregnated Pads

Don’t be fooled by similar looking pads – our patent pending formula makes our pads cut faster and last longer than other pads especially in the lower grits.

Features:

- Quickly restores sheen on previously polished floors
- Removes swirls left by polishing resins
- Diamond grit and pad size are clearly printed on the back of each pad for easy identification.
- Available in 7” diameter for use on hand held low speed polishers
- Stock Sizes: 7”, 10”, 11”, 13”, 15”, 17”, 20”, 21” 27”
- Custom sizes available on request
- **400 Grit Orange** – “the Eraser” used wet cuts like a 100 grit resin but leaves a 400 grit finish. Because it cuts like a 100 grit resin it can used to removes scratches that would require 100 grit resins but follow with 800 grit, saving time and money
- **800 Grit Silver** – use wet to quickly and effectively remove “guard” products with minimal effect on dyed floors
- **1500 Grit Blue** – long lasting pad is the fastest way to produce a 1500 grit finish and with no resin transfer
- **3000 Grit Red** – pops a shine like no other 3000 grit!
- **Buff Black** – great for another 5 – 10 pts of gloss and for dust free final burnishing

Uses:

- Can be used on high speed burnishers, autoscrubbers, planetary grinders and low speed buffers
- Works both wet and dry
- When used wet on high speed propane burnishers, speed should be reduced to 2/3 throttle
- Buff pad makes virtually no dust – excellent pad for final burnishing

MADE IN THE USA